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ABSTRACT 

With traffic overloads and signaling link failure/recovery events, 
large queues of messages can build up and cause significant 
transients to propagate through a signaling network. These 
transients must be controlled if network delay and message loss, 
duplication, and mis-sequencing objectives are to be met. In this 
paper we consider CCITT Signaling System No. ? Level 3 
congestion control and signaling link changeover/changeback 
procedures. We describe transient queueing models and analysis 
methods used to study the transients associated with overload 
controls and link changeover/changeback events, and we develop 
control strategies and methods for setting parameter values so as 
to achieve a desired network performance. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

With traffic overloads or signaling link failure/recovery events, 
large queues of messages can build up and cause significant 
transients to occur in a signaling network. These transients must 
be controlled if network delay and message loss, duplication, and 
missequencing objectives are to be met. For network overload it is 
assumed that the network congestion is controlled by using the 
CCITT Signaling System No.? (SS?) Level 3 congestion control 
procedures [11. For signaling link failure/recovery, it is assumed 
that the SS? changeover/changeback procedures are used. 

In setting congestion control thresholds, the main objectives are to 
control the traffic causing overload before significant delays build 
up in the network, to exercise these controls without having to 
discard messages in the network, and to exercise the controls only 
when there is a traffic overload. Regarding the last objective, an 
important relationship exists between setting congestion control 
thresholds and the transients induced by signaling link 
failure/recovery events. 

When a signaling link fails, SS? uses changeover (CO) procedures 
to divert traffic from the failed link to alternative links. The 
changeover procedures avoid message loss, duplication, and 
missequencing by using a handshaking procedure between the two 
ends of the failed signaling link and a message retrieval procedure 
to transfer messages from the failed link to the alternative links. 
When a signaling link recovers from a failure, traffic must be 
diverted from the alternative signaling links to the recovered link. 
Changeback (CB) procedures are used to accomplish this, and 
these procedures use handshaking and timeout methods to control 
message loss, duplication and missequencing. 

An important aspect of these CO/CB procedures is that a 
significant queue of messages will build up in the transmit buffer 
of the failed link in the case of CO, and in the alternative link in 
the case of CB. This is because it takes a certain length of time to 
perform the handshaking or timeout procedures and, in the case of 
link failure, time to detect link failure. When this queue of 
messages is sent to the active link designated to carry the 
redirected traffic, care must be taken to ensure that the transmit 
buffers of these active links are not filled to levels exceeding the 
Level 3 congestion control thresholds, for if this were to happen, 

congestion controls would be invoked when there was no traffic 
overload. 

In this paper we develop transient queueing system models and 
analysis methods to characterize the queues in signaling link 
transmit buffers during CO/CB and congestion control procedures, 
and we use these results to develop methods for setting parameter 
values and congestion control thresholds to achieve a desired 
network performance. In the next section we describe the relevant 
SS? procedures, and then in Section 3 we provide the motivation 
for controlling CO/CB transients and choosing congestion control 
thresholds. In Sections 4 and 5 we develop the models and analysis 
for controlling CO/CB transients and choosing congestion control 
thresholds, respectively. A summary of the results and conclusions 
are given in Section 6. 

2. SUMMARY OF RELEVANTSS7 PROCEDURES 

2.1 The Signa ling Link Buffers 

There are three buffers associated with a SS? signaling link: the 
transmit buffer, the retransmit buffer, and the receive buffer. A 
message arriving at a link for transmission is placed in the 
transmit buffer associated with the link. When the message is 
transmitted, it is removed from the transmit buffer, and a copy is 
stored in the retransmit buffer until a positive acknowledgment is 
received from the remote end of the link. In this way, the message 
is available in case it must be retransmitted due to link errors, 
remote Level2 congestion, or some other anomaly. When a 
transmitted message reaches the remote end of the link, it enters a 
receive buffer and undergoes Level 2 processing. If it passes the 
error check and is accepted by Level 2, it is sent to Level 3 
processing and a positive acknowledgment is sent to the 
transmitting end. If the message is not accepted, it is discarded, 
and a negative acknowledgment is sent to the transmitting end. 
Level 2 then discards all subsequent messages until it receives and 
accepts a retransmitted copy of the rejected message. When the 
transmitting end receives a positive acknowledgment, it removes 
the corresponding message and all those preceding it from the 
retransmit buffer. When it receives a negative acknowledgment, it 
retransmits the corresponding message and all those transmitted 
after it. With this procedure, all messages are maintained in 
sequence. 

2.2 The Changeover/Changeback Procedures 

A signal unit error rate monitor at the receiving end of a link is 
used to determine the rate of signal unit errors and decide if ·the 
link should be removed from service. This is the most frequent 
cause for failing signaling links. A "leaky bucket" overflow scheme 
is used wherein each errored signal unit is given a plus one count, 
and the acceptance of 256 signal units is given a minus one count 
when the existing total count is positive. A link is declared failed 
when the total count reaches 64. 

When the receiving end of a signaling link decides to fail the link, 
it discards all subsequent received messages and sends a 
changeover order to the far end of the link. When the far end 
receives the CO order it stops transmission and sends a CO 
acknowledgment to the receiving end. It then determines the 
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alternative signaling links on which to route the traffic, and enters 
a message retrieval procedure. In the message retrieval procedure, 
the 'signaling point retrieves the messages from the retransmit 
buffer that have not been acknowledged by the far end, retrieves 
all messages from the transmit buffer, and sends all retrieved 
messages, in their proper sequence, to the alternative links. All 
messages received during this process are queued and sent to the 
alternative links in proper sequence. 

When a failed link recovers and is ready to be used, a change back 
procedure is u'~ed to divert traffic back to the recovered link. The 
procedure begins with one end sending a CB declaration. In 
response, the far end sends a CB acknowledgment after it has 
processed all signal units relating to the traffic being diverted. 
When a signa ling point receives the CB acknowledgment message, 
it then initiates a message retrieval procedure, analogous to that 
used for CO, to redirect traffic back to the recovered link. 

When the two ends of a signaling link do not have a path ' over 
which to send the CO or CB messages, alternative procedures are 
invoked in which timers are used to delay transmission of messages 
on the new path. These delays are necessary to avoid out-of
sequence messages. The details on these procedures are given in 
Recommendation Q.704 in [11. The major point for our purposes is 
that for all CO and CB procedures, there is a time interval during 
which transmission of messages is stopped, to ensure against out
of-sequence messages, and this results in a queue buildup that will 
subsequently be sent to an active link. The length of this time 
interval will vary depending on the particular implementation, but 
a value of at least 300 ms appears to be necessary for most 
implementations. For the examples in this paper, we have assumed 
a value of 350 ms for this time interval. For CO there is an 
additional queue buildup during the time before link failure is 
detected. 

2.3 The Level 3 Congestion Control Procedures 

Level 3 congestion is caused by an unusually high rate of message 
arrivals at the signaling link, which results in an extraordinary 
buildup of messages in the transmit buffer. The purpose of the 
Level 3 congestion control procedure is to reduce the amount of 
traffic offered to the link. 

Associated with the Level 3 congestion control procedure is a set 
of transmit buffer thresholds. Threshold T is the congestion onset 
threshold. When the occupancy of the transmit buffer (in bytes) 
reaches T, Level 3 congestion is declared. New messages are still 
accepted for transmission over the link. However, when a new 
message arrives at the link destined for signaling point (SP) X, a 
notification is sent to the originating SP of the message informing 
it to stop sending traffic to destination X . These actions continue 
until the transmit buffer occupancy drops to the congestion 
abatement threshold A. At this point, the link returns to normal 
operation. Whenever the transmit buffer occupancy exceeds the 
congestion discard threshold D, no new messages are accepted for 
transmission over the link. 

The above description of the transmit buffer thresholds assumes 
that all messages are treated the same. In fact, the SS7 Level 3 
protocol provides for as many as four message priorities as a 
national option. In this case, every message carries with it an 
indication of its priority. These priorities provide the network with 
a means of giving selective treatment to messages during Level 3 
congestion. To do this, three sets of transmit buffer thresholds, 
{Tj,Aj,DjJ , i-l,2,3, are specified. When threshold T j is reached, 
congestion state i is declared. Only those new messages with 
priority i-I or less result in the sending of congestion notifications 
to the originating SPs; higher priority messages are accepted as 
normal. The congestion notifications carry an indication of the 
congestion state;, as well as the affected destination X, and the 
originating SPs stop only those messages to X with priority i-I or 
less. When the transmit buffer occupancy drops to threshold Ai, 
new messages with priority i-I arriving at the link are queued as 
normal. Whenever threshold Dj is exceeded, all new messages with 
priority i-I attempting to enter the transmit buffer are discarded. 
Priority 3 messages are always accepted as long as there is 
transmit buffer space available. 

3. CONTROLLING TRANSIENTS AND DETERMINING 
CONGESTION THRESHOLDS: MOTIVATION 

In this section we discuss the general nature of the CO/CB 
transients and the method to be studied for controlling them. We 
also discuss the criteria to be used in setting congestion thresholds 
and the nature of the transients that must be analyzed to 
determine these thresholds. The models and analysis related to 
these issues are discussed in Sections 4 and 5. 

3.1 Cqntrolling CO/CB Transients and Determining T) 

From the above discussion of the CO and CB procedures it is clear 
that the CO transients will be more severe than those for CB. This 
is because the message buildup for CO includes the time to detect 
link failure as well as the time to exchange CO messages. Also, 
with CO the link to which the traffic is sent is carrying its nominal 
load in addition to the redirected traffic. Therefore, we will restrict 
our attention to the CO situation. 

We will assume that the traffic from the failed link is sent to one 
alternative link, and we will assume that both links have the same 
nominal load consisting of a Poisson message arrival process of 
rate X (msg/sec) and a message length distribution with first and 
second m~ments Band B2, respectively. The ratio B2/B2 will be 

. denoted by 7]. The signaling link transmission rate will be denoted 
by C (bytes/sec), and it is assumed that the retrieval process sends 
data at some fixed transmission rate C, (bytes/sec). The signaling 
link nominal utilization, denoted by p, is ~C, and we define the 
utilization of the retrieval process as p, - AB/C,. 

The transients will be considered from the time (t-O) the message 
retrieval process begins. The size of the buffer buildup at the failed 
link will be expressed as KB bytes. Here, K is the number of 
messages in the buffer at time t-O. For our numerical examples 
we have used K - 60. Thi,! corresponds to a 56 Kbps link with 
p - 0.4, X-lOO msg/sec, B - 28 bytes, a 100 percent message 
error rate during a failure event, and 350 ms to carry out the CO 
procedures prior to retrieval. 

We can model the transients by the queueing system shown in 
Figure la. Queue 1 (Ql) represents the buffering of messages at 
the failed link, before and during the retrieval process, and 
,.,., - C,/B is the average message service rate from Ql during 
retrieval. Ql is in the system for the length of its busy period, and 
it serves the load X normally destined to the failed link. The 
transmit buffer of the alternative link is represented by Queue 2 
(Q2) , and it receives its nominal load X in addition to the load 
from Q!.. The average message service rate is denoted by 
,.,. - C/B. It is important to note that in Ql the server is assumed 
to remove messages by removing bytes at a fixed rate, and not by 
removing each message as a unit. This assumption is made to 
simplify the analysis; it should not be viewed as a practical 
limitation. Also, it is assumed that the number of messages 
queued in Q2 in steady state will be small compared to the buildup 
during CO, so we can assume that Q2 is empty at t - O. 

From the results in the next section, it can be seen that the 
transients in Ql and Q2 are closely approximated by what one 
would intuitively expect. We will denote the number of bytes in 
Ql at time t by M, and the number in Q2 by N" Consider the 
average number of bytes in these queues. Ql will be in a busy 
period while it works off the initial KB bytes and the additional 
load that arrives during its_busy period. The net rate at which 
bytes are removed is (,.,.,-X)B. Thus, the expected nU!!lber of bytes 
in Ql ~hould decrease linearly in time from KB with slope 
(X-,.,.,)B, and its busy period has an expected value of K/(,.,.,-X) . 
During the busy period of Ql, Q2 is receiving bytes at rate 
(,.,.,+X)B and removing bytes at rate ,.,.B. Thus, its expected 
number of bytes should grow linearly in time with slope 
(p.r +'A-p.) B. After the Ql busy period, Q2 will be receiving 
messages at rate 2X, so its expe£!ed number of bytes should 
decrease in time with slope (2'A-p.)B . Note also thl!! the expected 
number of bytes in the total system will start at KB and decrease 
at rate (p.-2'A)B during the busy period of Q2. 

These relationships are illustrated in Figure 1 b. It is clear that the 
basic means of controlling the level of message buildup in Q2, 
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without discarding messages, is by changing the retrieval service 
rate ILr. By decreasing ILr the maximum value for the expected 
number of messages in Q2 can be decreased. The criteria for 
choosing T 1 is that the probability of exceeding T 1 on the 
alternative link during a changeover event should be very small. 
For a given level of message buildup, K, the only means for 
reducing Tl is to reduce ILr. However, by decreasing ILr the delays 
for the messages in Ql are increased. Thus, the basic tradeoff in 
choosing ILr is between the reduction of T l, and thereby a 
reduction in the delays incurred before congestion controls are 
invoked during Level 3 congestion, and the decrease in delays for 
some messages during changeover events. This tradeoff is 
quantified in Section 4. 
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FIGURE 1 (a) THE CHANGEOVER QUEUEING MODEL 
(b) THE EXPECTED QUEUEING DELAYS 

3.2 Determining Dj 

The motivation behind choosing the thresholds Dj is to mlD1mlZe 
the discard of messages during Level 3 congestion. Let us assume 
that at time t-O, the transmit buffer occupancy reaches T j and 
the link utilization is greater than one. Subsequently arriving 
messages with priority i -I or less will trigger congestion 
notifications to their originations, resulting in an eventual reduction 
of this traffic. In addition, there is some background traffic 
(messages with priority i or higher) which is unaffected by the 
controls. Despite the removal of the controlled traffic from the link, 
the buffer occupancy may continue to grow, and if the threshold 
Dj is reached, newly arriving messages with priority i-I will be 
discarded. 

Suppose that Pt is the total link utilization at time t, p. is the 
utilization due to the background traffic, and N t is the buffer 
occupancy at time t. We assume that Po> 1. Because of the 
controls, Pt will converge to p. . We consider the case of p. < 1. In 
this case, the buffer occupancy N, will eventually converge to that 
associated with a utilization of p •. In general, this means that the 
buffer occupancy will peak and then gradually decrease. This is 
illustrated in Figure 2. In this case, we want to choose D; to be 
larger than the peak buffer occupancy. 

= 0 

FIGURE 2 DETERMINING Dj 

3.3 Determining T j, i> 1, and Ai 

1 
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To understand the motivation behind choosing T j , i > I, assume 
that the threshold Di - l is reached; then all priority i -2 messages 
destined for the link are discarded. If the utilization due to the 
higher priority messages is less than one, the buffer occupancy 
should eventually settle to some satisfactory steady-state level 
without further controls. Hence, Ti ·should be set high enough 
above Dj - l so that the probability of reaching Tj with a link 
utilization less than one is very small. 

The motivation behind choosing Ai is sipillar. We assume that the 
Level 3 congestion controls have reduced the link utilization to less 
than one, and as a consequence the buffer occupancy is decreasing. 
When the buffer occupancy reaches A j , this should imply that the 
current level of traffic can be sustained without triggering 
congestion state i again, i.e., without reaching threshold T j • 

Consequently, Ai should be chosen far enough below T j so that 
with a link utilization less than one the probability of reaching T j 

again is very small. 

4. ANALYSIS OF CHANGEOVER TRANSIENTS 

There are two aspects of the changeover transients that we want to 
investigate. One is the nature of the delays and how these change 
as the retrieval rate is changed. The other is what the threshold 
level should be so that the probability of exceeding this threshold 
during the CO process is acceptably small. To address these 
questions, we will first obtain results for queues QI and Q2, and 
then apply these results to the specific questions regarding delay 
and threshold levels. 

4.1 The Model and Analysis of Queues Q1 and Q2 

Our objective is to determine the mean values for M, and N" and 
to determine the threshold 'I'(E,t) such that PrlN, > 'I'(E,t)] <E. 
We are concerned with situations for which the probability that 
Q2 is in a busy period is equal to or very close to one. When this 
condition is not met, the delays and queue size in Q2 are 
sufficiently small that we can consider the transient effects to have 
passed. Thus, in modeling the behavior of Q2, we can assume it is 
in a busy period. 

The approach we will use to determine 'I'(E,t) is to determine the 
mean and variance of N t , and then find 'I' (E,!) assuming N, is 
normally distributed. The assumption that N, has a normal 
distribution is reasonable for the effects we are investigating. We 
are looking for significant accumulations of messages in Q2 due to 
random arrivals. Since the accumulations consist of a large 
number of random events, central limit theorem arguments can be 
used to justify a normal distribution. If the random events do not 
lead to a significant increase in queue size, then the queue 
behavior is largely deterministic, and we can characterize the 
system easily. 

We will obtain expressions for the mean and variance of Nt by 
determining its characteristic function il(s ; 1) . Let T r denote the 
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busy period of Ql. If I < T, then N, - (p.,-p.)BI + T" where T, is 
the random variable representing the total bytes arriving over 
period (0,1 J from a Poisson messa~ arrival process of rate A. 
Thus, T, has mean AIB, variance AIB2 and characteristic function ' 
exp[At{B(s)-I)), where B(s) is the characteristic function of the 
message length distribution [21. Since T, is the only random term 
in N" it follows that the characteristic function for N" given 
T,>I, is 

If T, ~ t then N, - p.,T,B - p.IB + T, where T, is the random 
variable representing the number of bytes received from a Poisson 
message arrival process of rate A over the interval (O,T,J and rate 
2A over the interval (T"/1. It follows that, for a given T, ~ I, T, 

has characteristic function exp {(2AI - AT ,HB (s) - 11}' and the 

characteristic function of N" given aT, ~ I, is 

The characteristic function for N, is then given by 
, 

N(s ; I) - fN(s ; 11 T,)p(T,)dT, + N(s ; IIT,>I) PTh,~t1 (1) ' 
o 

where p (T,) is the pdf for T,. 

To evaluate (1) we need information on the distribution of T, . 
Using arguments along the lines used by Takacs [3), we will 
determine the characteristic function of T" and from that 
development it will be seen that T, is the sum of a large number of 
independent I-busy periods (a I-busy period is the busy period 
when a queue begins with one message). As a consequence, we can 
use central limit theorem arguments to establish that T, is 
approximately normal. Thus, what we need to evaluate (1) is the 
mean and variance of T,. 

Observe that QI will be busy fo.! the time Tm - KB/C, - K/p., 
required to remove the initial KB bytes. During this time, there 
will be a random number, j, of message arrivals, where j is 
Poisson distributed with mean AT m ' Each of these j arrivals can be 
viewed as generating a I-busy period, and the busy period T, is 
then T m plus the sum of these j independent I-busy periods. Let 
(3 (s) denote the characteristic fun<;tion of a I-busy period. Then 
(3j (s) is the characteristic function of the sum of j independent 1-
busy periods. Using this with the Poiss.on distribution for j, it 
follows that the characteristic function for T, is 

T,(S) - eXP{ATm {f3(S» - 1) - Tms} 

It then follows (see [2) p.230 for details on evaluating derivatives 
of (3(s» that 

- K [ 1 1 
T, = -;: I - Pr 

2 A1/ 
UT, = K ( )3 

p., - A 

where 1/ - B2/B2. 

The mean and variance of N, can be evaluated by taking the first 
and second derivatives of (1) with respect to s and evaluating the 
integrals, using the normal approximation for the distribution of 
T" and setting s ':.0. Carrying out this procedure gives the 
following result for N,: 

M It-~] -=- - (>.. + p., - p.}t + [K + At - p.,t1~ --

B UT [I [t - T, II UT, 
- (p., - A) -'-exp - - --

,J2; 2 UT, 

where ~(x) denotes the standard normal distribution function. 
Recognizing that Q2 is in a busy period during the Ql busy 
~iod,_the expected numb~ of bytes in the whole system is 
M, + N, - (K + 2AI - p.I)B. Using this with (2) gives 

M, [[ I - Tr II i - [K - '(p., - A)/) I - ~ ---;;;- _ 2 

UT, [I [I - T, II + (p., - A) --exp - - --
,J2; 2. UT, 

This result for M, does not depend on Q2, and it is a general 
result valid for M/G/l queues. Note, however, we have assumed 
Q I does not receive load after its busy period. This result is an 
improvement over the approximation given in [4) where an 
M/M/I queue was assumed. Figure 3 illustrates the results in (2) 

and (3); it is seen that simple linear approximations for these 
mean values are very accurate. 
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FIGURE 3 MEAN QUEUE LENGTHS FOR Q1 AND Q2 AND 
THRESHOLDS 'Ir(t;E) 

Using the assumption, discussed above, that N, is normal, the 
expression for 'I'(E,I) is obtained using (1) to find the variance of 
N,'. Let ~(x) denote the standard normal distribution function, 
and define 4J(E) by ~(4J(E» - I-E. Then the threshold 'I'(E,r) is 
given by 

We find that for I ~ T, - 2uT , u'k :::::: AtB2, and for I ~ Tr +2uT , 

u'k :::::: 2AIB2. Note that for T:- 0: u'k - 2AtB2. This follows fro~ 
(It but it can also be deduced by rec~gnizing that in this case all 
KB bytes from QI are immediately sent to Q2, and Q2 receives a 
Poisson message stream of rate 2A. From these results it is seen 
that the effects of controlling the rate of flow into Q2 are 
significant only for t ~ T, + 20'T' For larger t the system behaves 

, as if there were no control (i.e., ~s if T, - 0). 

These results are illustrated in Figure 3. In these examples we 
have chosen J./., - J./., P - 0.4, and 1/-1.5. The thresholds 'I'(E,r) are 
shown for cf>(~) - 2 and 3, which correspond to ~, the probability of 
exceeding "'(E,t), of approximately 0.02 and 0.0015, respectively. 
Also shown are the thresholds 'I'(~,t) for Tr - 0; this illustrates 
how the system behavior approaches the case when no control is 
used on Q1. 

4.2 Analysis of Mean Delays 

We are interested in the mean delays seen by messages arriving to 
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the system after the start of the message retrieval process. There 
are two streams of messages to consider: those that first enter Ql 
during its busy period, and those that first enter Q2. Both streams 
have the same delay after the Ql busy period because Ql is 
removed and all messages enter Q2. Messages entering Qb. eitI.!..er 
from QLor directly, have a mean delay in Q2 equal to N,/(J,LB), 
where N, is given by.J2) , ~nd t is.!!!e time the message enters Q2. 
The delay in Ql is M,/(J,LB) with M, given by (3). 

With the above results, it follows that the mean delays in Ql and 
Q2 have the simple intuitive characteristics discussed in 
Section 3.1. To obtain the total delay experienced by messages 
entering Ql, we must add the Ql and Q2 delays. This gives an 
expected total delay for messages entering Ql at time t of 
(K/J,L)(I + p,) - (1 - p - pp,)r. Figure 4 illustrates the delays 
for the two streams of traffic. 
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Another quantity of interest is the average delay over all messages 
during the transient. To illustrate this we have averaged the above 
delays over the expected busy period of Q2. The result is 

Average K [ AT; [ 1 - 2p 11 Transient .- - 1 - -_-- ---
Delay 2J,L AT, + K 2p 

(5) 

This average transient delay is also illustrated in Figure 4 as a 
function of AT;. It is interesting to note that by increasing the 
expected busy period of QI, the Q2 delays are decreased, but the 
average delay, over all messages, decreases very little. Thus, the 
transient effects in Q2 can be decreased, but only at the expense of 
the messages passing through Q I. 

4.3 Controlling Threshold Levels in Q2 

In order to set congestion threshold T J so that the probability of 
invoking congestion control during a CO transient is acceptably 
small, we need to know the maximum of 'I'(E,t) over t. Figure 5 
shows this maximum, 'l'max(AT,;E), as a function of the Ql 
expected busy period. It is interesting that as c/>(E) is increased, 
the decrease in 'l'max (AT,; E) for a given increase in T, becomes less. 
It is also seen that for larger values of cj>(E), the expected busy 
period of Ql must be rather large before a significant reduction in 
'l'max(AT,;E) is achieved. As a result, one must be willing to 
increase delays in Ql substantially to achieve reductions in 

threshold levels for larger values of c/>(E). It should also be noted 
that significant errors would be obtained if the threshold values 
were determined on the basis of mean values. 
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5. ANALYSIS FOR DETERMINING CONGESTION 
THRESHOLDS 

120 

Analysis of the first congestion threshold, T h was discussed in 
Section 4. In this section, we analyze the remaining congestion 
thresholds. Our approach is an iterative one: given T j , we 
determine Dj; given Dj - h we determine T j; and, given T j, we 
determine A j • The basis of the analysis is . identical to that 
discussed in Section 4. We analyze the occupancy of the transmit 
buffer, N" under certain assumptions. Then, assuming N, is 
normally distributed, we determine a function 'I'(E,t) such that 
Pr[N, > 'I'(E,t)] <E. This function 'I'(E,t) is given by (4). We 
then set the threshold under consideration based on 
'l'max (E) - max 'I' (E,t ) . In certain cases, this maximum can be , 
computed explicitly. Again, we assume that the probability that 
the queue is in a busy period is very close to one. 

5.1 Determining Dj 

Let N, be the transmit buffer occupancy at time t Gn bytes) and 
assume that No - T j • Also let a ° subscript refer to controlled 
traffic and a 1 subscript refer to uncontr~ed traffic. Then Aj will 
denote the message arrival rate at t -0, B j and Bl will denote the 
first and second moments of the message length distributions, and 
T will be the time between sending a congestion notification and 
the resultant reduction in traffic at the congested link. 

We assume that the controlled traffic and uncontrolled traffic form 
two independent Poisson streams. Initially, during the interval 
(O,T], before the control begins to take effect, the traffic rate to the 
congested link is AoBo+AIBl. Mter time T, the traffic rate 
gradually decreases toward Alii; as the controlled traffic is 
removed from the link. We assume that the initial traffic rate is 
sufficiently large so that the buffer occupancy begins to increase 
toward infinity (i.e., AoBJ+Alii;> C). We also assume that, once 
the controlled traffic is removed, the buffer occupancy will 
decrease to an acceptable level (i.e., AIBI <C). We want to 
choose Dj so that the probability that the buffer occupancy exceeds 
Dj at any time t > 0 is very small. This will be realized if 

for suitable choices of Ao, Ah and E. 
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To determine the mean and variance of N" let us assume that at 
time t - 0, the controlled traffic consists of V independent Poisson 
origination-destination pairs, each with message rate AoIV. Each 
congestion notification affects traffic for one such pair. If we let Z, 
denote the number of pairs that have been sent congestion 
notifications in (O,t], then Z, is a binomial random variable, and 

z, - V\I-exp (-Xot/V) \ ' 

01- V I-exp (-Xot/V) exp (-Xot/V) 

Now, let Xo., be the message arrival rate for the controlled traffic 
at time t. Then, for O~t ~T, Xo.,-Xo. and for t >T, 
Xo.,-A(V-Z,-r)/V, Thus, it follows that 

and 

, {O' var (Xo,) - Xo 
. V [I-exp (-Xo(t-T)/V) 1 E(Xo.,) , 

O~t~T 

t>T. 

Now, we divide the interval (O,t) into M slots each of length t/M 
and define Y m as the number of bytes of controlled traffic that 
arrive in slot m. For large values of M, 

It follows that 

Ym :::: BoE (Xo.m'/M ) ~ 
ut :::: B6E (Xo.m'/M ) ~ + (Bo fvar (Xo.m'/M ) ~2 • 

If R, is the number of bytes of controlled traffic that arrives 
during (O,t], then 

since the sum over the second term of u}. goes to zero. By 
combining the controlled and uncontrolled traffic at time t, we get 
the following: 

N, - T j + Bofo'E(Xo)ds + B)A)t - Ct 

T j + BoXot + B)A)t - Ct , O<t ~T 

T j + Bo [XoT+v-vexp (-Xo(t-T)/V) 1 

+ B)A)t - Ct , t>T 

ulv, .. B~L'E(Ao.s>ds + BrAI! 

O<t~T 

t>r. 

The function 'l'max(E) can be computed numerically. If T j is 
sufficiently large, then our assumption that the probability that the 
queue is in a busy period is close to one will be satisfied over the 
interval where 'I'(E,t) achieves its maximum. 

5.2 Determining T j , i> 1, and A, 

Let us assume that at time t-O, the buffer occupancy is Di -) and 
the arrival rate (corresponding to the uncontrolled traffic) is a 
constant, A. The first and second moments of the mess~e length 
distribution foUhe incoming traffic are given by}i and B2,,!nd we 
assume..!!tat AB<C. It is readily shown that N,-D,_)+(AB-C>t, 
Uiv,-AtB2, so that 

To determine 'l'max (E), we differentiate 'I' (E,t) with respect to t 
and set the derivative equal to zero. This gives 

In this ca'se, we choose T j > 'l'max (E) . Similar arguments can be 
applied to show that Aj should satisfy 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we have developed models and approximation 
techniques that can be used to establish control parameters and 
congestion thresholds so as to achieve a desired network 
performance under overload and signa ling link failure conditions. 
We have demonstrated a close relationship between the transient 
effects that arise under signaling link changeover/changeback 
events and the setting of congestion control thresholds. The first 
congestion threshold is set high enough that the probability that it 
is exceeded during a CO transient is less than some chosen value. 
The control strategy for reducing changeover/changeback transient 
effects is to regulate the flow of data from the failed link to the 
alternative link during the message retrieval process. The first 
congestion threshold can be reduced by increasing the time to 
complete the CO retrieval process. We have shown that the 
amount the threshold value can be reduced, for an increase in the 
time to complete the retrieval process, can be substantially less 
than what would be predicted on the basis of mean values. 

The effect of controlling the retrieval rate from QI on the behavior 
of Q2 is significant only for times less than the expected QI busy 
period. For times greater than the expected busy period of QI, the 
behavior of Q2 rapidly approaches what it would be in the system · 
with no throttling control at Ql. 

The basic tradeoff in setting the first congestion threshold is 
between the delays that will be experienced during a network 
overload condition and transient delays during 
changeover/changeback events. The results of this paper allow this 
tradeoff to be quantified for specific network implementations. 

We have also shown in this paper how to set the remaining 
congestion thresholds so as to keep the probability of lost messages 
as small as desired. There is a tradeoff here between delay and lost 
messages, and the results of this paper allow this tradeoff to be 
quantified. 
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